-Algebraic query processing and optimization for relational databases is a proven and reasonably well-understood technology.
Introduction
The relational model of data [Codd70] has been very successful both commercially and in terms of the research opporhmities it has provided. One of the major reasons for this is that the model lends itself to an execution paradigm that can be expressed as an algebra [Codd70, Ullm89] . An algebraic execution engine is used to process queries and to optimize them by rewriting algebraic expressions into different algebraic expressions that produce the same answer in a (hopefully) more efficient manner. Algebraic implementation/optimization techniques are well-understood and algebraic specifications of data retrieval languages lend themselves to theoretical examination in terms of expressiveness and other issues. In recent years it has become apparent that the relational model is not always the right choice for a particular applica- EXCESS and the algebra are equipollent (equivalent in expressive power). Most such proofs are between algebras and calculi; we omit a calculus and prove direct correspondence with a user-level query language. There are literally dozens of database algebras, so the following paragraphs are only a brief sketch of the EXCESS rdgebra's relation to them; [Vand91] has a more complete treatment.
The algebra's novel features enable it to successfully model the structures of EXTRA (the DDL) and process the queries of EXCESS (the DML). One such feature is the "many-sorted" nature of the algebra. This means that the algebraic structures need not all have the same type (or "sort"), as is the case with other database algebras, which require all database objects, and thus all query inputs and outputs, to be sets. Our relaxation of setorientation means that we do not need to model a real-world entity as a set if it is not really a set. This allows more natural algebraic representations of some entities. The many -sortedness allows us to easily model the arbitrary structure of EXCESS types. The algebra of [Guti89] is many-sorted in the sense that arithmetic is pert of the database algebrq but the portion of the algebra corresponding to the usual notion of database algebras is not many-sorted giving it a much different flavor than the EXCESS algebra.
[Daya89] presents a version of relational algebra in which every operation can apply to a single tuple as well as to a set of tuples, but there is no notion of separating operators into groups appropriate for a particular type constructor.
The constructs of [Beer90] provide a many-sorted flavor in that they will not always work for all type constructors, but there is still no concept of different operators for different type constructors. It also does not support several of the constructs of EXTRA. We provide dozens of transformation rules designed specifically for this system [Vand90b] .
The algebra and transformation rules specified here are the basis for an optimizer for the EXCESS query language.
EXTRA/EXCESS is being implemented using the EXODUS extensible DBMS toolkit [Care88b] , and the optimizer is being built using the EXODUS optimizer generator [Care88b] . In addition to forming a useful optimizer for this systcm, the techniques (operators and transformation rules) are applicable to other systems that support similar constructs but do not do so algebraically (e.g. [Bane87, Zani83] Methods (written in EXCESS) maybe defined at any time after their types are defined using a define function command; see Section 4. New types created during query processing do not participate in inheritance in any way -they do not inherit any attributes or methods (other than those specifically requested) from the types from which they were created nor do they become part of any inheritance hierarchy created during query processing.
The EXCESS Algebra
This section describes the algebra used to implement
EXTRNEXCESS. An algebra is formally defined as a pair (S, ), where S is a (possibly intinite) set of objects and @ is a (possibly infinite) set of n-ary operators, each of which is closed with respect to S. The elements of S are called "structures" in this algebra. Section 3.1 describes S and Section 3.2 describes @. Some example queries are given in Section 3.3, and Section 3.4 discusses some expressiveness issues concerning the algebra.
More detailed and formal definitions of the algebra can be found in [Vsnd90a].
The Algebraic Structures
The basic definitions in this section are not new but the treatment of OIDS is new. The full definitions are needed to explain the semantics of OID domains and for completeness. A database is defined as a multiset of structures. A structure is an ordered pair (S, I), where S is a schema and I is an instance. Schemas are
whose nodes represent type constructors and whose edges represent a "component-of" relation-
ship. An edge from A to B signifies that B is a component of A.
Each node in a schema is labelled with either "set", "tup", ii) A node with no components is either a "val" or "tup" node (the empty tuple type is allowed).
iii) Any node of type "arr", " set", or "rcf" has exactly one componen~mukisets, arrays, and references are homogeneous Thus any type has an irdinite set of OIDS that can only be used on objects of that type. This partitioning of I is easily done using the integers [Vand90b] . An instance of a structure with schema S is an element of dom(S). An example instance of the schema in More formally, we redefine a domain for schema S to be DOM(S):
where we have S -+ Si in the type hierarchy for each 1SiSn. The definition is completed by replacing, in parts ii)-i,v), dom with DOM wherever dom appears on the right hand side of a definition. This is substitutability, the usual semantics for single or multiple inheritance (see e.g. [Bane87] ). However, the domains of multisets, arrays, and tuples are actually constructed using the domains of their components, while the domain of a "rcf" node is simply a set of OIDS with no relationship to the structure of the If R and S share no descendants in the type hierarchy then no object has both types R and S. Let +* indicate the 5)
transitive closure of the + relation: We modify part (v) of our definition to reflect these semantics:
and we have S + Si in the type hierarchy for 1< i s n.
The domain definitions, including DOM and (v'), now satist he semantics for all types. Note that these semantics allow type migration to occur.
The Algebraic Operators
The orthogonal nature of the type constructors of the algebra has been incorporated into the operator defirthions.
The algebra is many-sorted, so instead of having all operators defined on "sets of entities", we have some operators for multisets, some for arrays, some for tuples, and some for OIDS (these are the four "sorts" of the algebra). Since EXCESS has the ability to retrieve, combine, and break apart any EXTRA structure(s), the algebra should have this ability as well (otherwise it is not a complete execution engine). This is one motivation for the operator definitions -for each type constructor we introduce a collection of primitive operators that together allow for arbitrary restructurings involving one or two structures of that type.
The many-sorted nature of the algebra gives rise to a large number of operators and thus to a large number of transformation roles (see [Vand90b] for a partial list). At first this may seem to cause an unacceptable increase in the size of the search space the optimizer will need to examine, but this is not really the case. The many-sortedness ensures that only a subset of the operators (and thus of the transformation rules) will be applicable at any point during query optimization. For example, if the optimizer is examining a node of the query tree that operates on a multiset, the rules regarding arrays need not be applied, in general. The following subsections describe multise~tuple, array, and reference and predicate operators, respectively.
[Vand90%Vand90b] contain complete definitions and numerous examples. For completeness, we list all the afgebraic operators in the following subsections.
Section 1 indicated the varying degrees of originality associated with these operators, and we give them a corresponding amount of emphasis here.
MultiSet Operators
Two muhisets are equal iff every element appearing in either multiset has the same cardinality (number of occurrences) in both.
The first five operators below are of the most interest to this discussion.
There are eight fundamental multiset operators: 1) Additive union ( w ) combines two multisets without doing duplicate elimination. 2) Set creation (SET) returns a multiset containing its input? which can~of~Y type. SET is useful! for ex~ple, when one wishes to a add a single element, which does not already occur inside some multise$ to an existing mukiset.
3) For loopinglfunction application we use SET_APPLY, which applies an algebraic expression E to all occurrences in the input multiset.
The result is formed by replacing the occurrences of the input with the structures resulting from applying E to these occurrences. This is an important looping construct, without which we could not even simulate the relational algebra. As an example, let A = ( ( 1, takes a tuple and returns a single field of the tuple as a structure (the schema of the result is the schema of that field). This differs from TC,which always produces a tuple. 4) TUP is used to create a tuple -it takes a single structure and makes a unary tuple out of it. TUP could be used, for example, along with TUP_CAT to add a field containing some structure to an existing tuple.
Array Operators
Amays in the algebra are one-dimensional and variable-length (EXTRA arrays can also be fixed-length, and the algebra operators support those semantics as well 
Algebraic Query Examples
This subsection is intended to convey the flavor of the algebraic queries and to illustrate the utility of some of the operators.
We present two EXCESS queries and an algebraic representation 
Algebraic Expressiveness
The algebra was designed to implement the EXCESS quay language, not to reflect a database-style calculus such as [Abit88].
Thus the interesting question of expressive equivalence for this algebra is not whether it can express the queries of some formal calculus but whether it can express exactly the queries of
EXCESS.
It is crucial that any EXCESS query be cxprcssiblc in the algebra. The other direction of the cquipollencc is interesting in that it restricts the optimization alternatives to the smallest set possible given the power of EXCESS and the structure of the algebra and its rules. It also ensures that intermediate steps in dlc optimization process are always correct reprc$entations of EXCESS queries and that any expressiveness results regarding the algebra can also be applied to EXCESS. We only sketch the proof here.
Theorem:
The EXCESS query language and algebra are equipollent. First, it is capable of simulating most of the algebras mentioned in Section 1 as long as these algebras do not contain the powerset operator (with the obvious exception of [Beer90], which is really a "higher-level" algebra). We conjecture that our algebra is incapable of expressing the powerset, but we have not proved this yet. When a method is defined, it is translated into an afgebraic query tree. When the method is invoked, its stored query tree is "plugged in" to the appropriate place in the invoking query tree.
The entire query, including the afgebraic representation of the method, may now be optimized as a single query. This is clearly better than using a "black box" version of the method, in which the method's query tree can not be optimized along with the invoking query. For example, if (in the database of Figure 1 ) we define the following method that returns the social security number of an Employee's kid with name "knarne": Thus we want to be able to optimize the algebraic query tree for the method at compile time.
This strategy encounters difficulties when method definitions are allowed to be overridden by subtypes, as is allowed in
EXTRA.
As an example, suppose the following method is defined on the Person type of Figure 1 :
Now we want to override the body of this method for the types Student and Employee. For such overriding we require (as do E and C++) that the type signatures of all the methods be identical (although the implementation could relax this by discarding C-I-+ inheritance and providing its own). We add the following: 
To process this query we must ensure that the proper stored query is invoked for each Person in P. One approach to this is fairly straightforward: the invoking query is optimized without taking the query trees for <Pbody>, <Sbody>, and <Ebody> into account. Whenever the query needs to call "f' on a particular Person, we cheek (at run time) the actual type of the Person and then invoke the appropriate query tree.
While the previous solution is certainly correct and feasible, it eliminates the important compile time optimization opportunities mentioned above (a more concrete example is given below).
There is a seeond approach that will allow this optimization to take place. We introduce a new parameter to the SET_APPLY operator that is a type name (T). T indicates that only objects that are exactly of type T are to be processed. Person's name (he is his own boss). For a Student it would return the name of his advisor and for an Employee the name of his manager. Each of these method bodies would bc quite simple (at most a DEREF and a TUP_EXTRACT), not allowing for much compile time optimization, and the first technique described above would probably be preferable to scanning P three times, as would be required in the second approach.
However, if "f' is extremely complicated, the ability to optimize the entire query will be beneficial. For example, if P is very small and the sub_ords attribute of each Employee is very large, then a query invoking an overridden method that scans sub_ords should use the w -based approach so that the most expensive part of the query can be optimized at compile time. The w -based approach is also advantageous in the prescncc of certain tyPCS of indices. For example, if we have an index on all the Students in P, an index on the Employees in P, and an index on the Persons in P, the need to scan P three times when using the w -based approach disappears because these indices can be used to achieve the individual SET_APPLY operations. Finally, multiple SET_APPLYs can sometimes be processed in parallel if the system supports parallelism.
S. Algebraic Transformations
This section describes a few of the new transformation rules that can be used to optimize EXCESS queries and illustrates their use via example queries. A more complete (but still partial) list of the new rules is in [Vand90b] . The algebra is capahfe of sirmrlating nearly all the transformations found in the literature (see Section 1), but here we emphasize some original rules. Each exarnplc presents an EXCESS query over the database of Figure 1 and a series of algebraic representations of that query, in a manner stiilar to that of Section 3.3. None of these query trees is necessarily intended to be the final plan for the query. Each represents an alternative execution strategy to be examined by the optimizer. In general, their relative merits depend heavily on the nature of the data. In these examples we omit some details of the algebra but we lose none of the essence of the queries. Figure 6 is one way to exccutc the query -it is similar to what would be produced as an initial query tree by the EXCESS parser. We omit the initial dereferencing of Smdents and Employees. The query joins the two sets using an operator s"hilar to relational join (defined in [Vand90b] ), then groups the result, performs the final projedon, and eliminates duplicates. Figure 7 shows the application of a rule that pushes DE ahead of grouping:
This is especially advantageous when the duplication factor is large, as it is likely to be here. We simultaneously take advantage of the ability to move relational n ahead of GRP if the n produces An algebraic representation appears in Figure 9 . Ignoring the initial dereferencing of Students, we group the multi set on the division attribute of its dept attribute, then eltilnate the students from departments not on floor 5, then extract the name field.
(Here we use a as a shorthand for SET_APPLYCoW and T_E for
TUP_EXTRACT.) Figure 10 shows one way of optimizing the query: successive SET_APPLYs are collapsed, twice, using this rule:
First we collapse the top two nodes of the query in Figure 9 into one node to eliiinate one scan of the set, then the query of Another way of optimizing this query is presented in Figure   11 , which is derived directly from Figure 9 . Two rules are used to obtain t.hk version of the query:
GRPEI(oE2(A)) = SET_APPLY~E2(I~Pw\GRPEl(A)) and (if we have PI (LNPUT) = P2(E(INPUT))) E (COMPPI(A)) = COMPP2(E (A))
First, we make use of the fact that selections can be pushed ahead of grouping, with enormous savings if the selectivity factor is low, which it could be here. The other optimization made in Figure 11 is not as obvious. We rewrite the COMP operation using a rule as operators subsequent to the COMP take into account that the result type of the COMP has now changed. This rule helps here because now the "dept" attribute needs to be DEREF'd only once -before the COMP, which needs to access the fields of "dept".
The next time we need to access fields of "dept", in the GRP operation, we need not DEREF it again. The input to the COMP operator is a projection of an element of S. If the floor attribute of this element's dept attribute is 5, the comparison holds. Notice that if the DEREF in this query were instead a more complicated subquety, the savings would be even greater.
Conclusions and Future Work
The algebraic approach to database query processing continues to be successful long after its introduction in the relational model.
Others have designed algebras for systems with complex structures, enforced object identity, and ordered sets; some research efforts have also included limited sets of transformation rules.
Here we extended the algebraic paradigm even farther by providing operators and transformation rules encompassing such issues as array and reference type constructors, mtrkisets, grouping, overridden (inherited) method names, and other issues. This paper also presented set-theoretic semantics for formally specifying the domains of OIDS in the presence of multiple inheritance. The algebra's utility lies in its provable equipdence to EXCESS and in its flexible operators and transformation rules, which can be applied to other systems as well.
EXTRA/EXCESS is being implemented using the EXODUS extensible DBMS toolkit. Much of the system is now operational, including the parser, many of the algebraic operators, the runtirne query execution system, the DML support, and support code for the EXODUS optimizer generator, which is being used to build the optimizer. The algebraic rule set (see [Vand90b] ) that forms part of the input to the generator is believed to be complete but this has not been proved (a generated optimizer functions with or without a complete rule set). The full system is expected to be ruining shortly.
Future work includes an investigation of cost functions and useful statistics for complex object data models and testing of various algebraic operators, defied in terms of the primitive ones listed in Section 3, to determine which of these derived operators will be useful for query processing or amenable to optimization.
Issues of indexing, data caching, type extents, and other advanced access methods will also be studied in the optimizer. Further examination of the aJgebra's expressiveness will be made.
